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Abstract 

 
Sliding contacts under laminar regime have been extensively investigated in recent years. 

The results indicate the possibility to increase load carrying capacity in a slider bearing for 

more than 10% with the addition of dimples. Parametric studies have been performed to 

conduct optimal on size and position with special interest in the optimal shape and position 

of the dimple for an operating condition. 

In the present work, the numerical analysis of a 2D textured slider bearing with a dimple is 

initially considered with an isothermal laminar fluid. Position, depth and width together with 

the convergence ratio are optimized pointing out the importance of the width and 

convergence ratio to increase load. Then, the numerical analysis of a 3D textured slider 

bearing with fore-region and extended channels at the outlet and on the sides of a pad is 

considered. The simulations are also carried out for a laminar isothermal flow. Three 

dimples are considered and their depth optimized.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Hydrodynamic contacts are used to support radial and axial forces of rotating shaft. Load 
carrying capacity and friction force are two characteristics that determine hydrodynamic 
contacts performance. For economic and safety concerns, many studies have focused on 
improving the performance of such bearing contacts.  

It is now well proven that introducing a texture onto a hydrodynamic surface provides 
benefits as it can increase load carrying capacity and/or reduce friction force (Tonder, 2001, 
Etsion, 2004, Tala-Ighil et al. 2007).   A lot of work has been devoted to improve 
performance of textured bearings. It was shown that texture dimensions and distribution into 
the contact influence bearing performance (Yu et al., 2001, Siripuram et al., 2004, Dobrica et 
al., 2007). Thus, most of the work has been performed by varying texture parameters and 
studying their effect. This is time consuming and certainly not the most efficient way. The 
best performance value obtained might not be the optimum. The question of finding the 
optimized parameters giving best performance in a quicker way is then of great interest. As 
different parameters of the texture must be optimized together for different operating 
conditions, one must develop efficient methods to get the optimum. For hydrodynamic 
bearings, design variables define the texture geometry (depth, width, density) while the 
objective function to optimize is the load carrying capacity and/or friction force.   



Rayleigh (1918) first optimized an infinitely wide slider bearing. He found the shape that 
maximized load carrying capacity given the minimum film thickness. Gradient based 
numerical methods were often used to determine optima of design parameters. Fixing the 
minimum film thickness, Boedo and Eshkabilov (2003) optimized the sleeve geometry of a 
journal bearing to give the maximum load carrying capacity. The authors used genetic 
algorithms with Reynolds equation to solve this problem. The method gives results 
comparable with other published optimization strategies and gives a small improvement in 
load carrying capacity. Papadopoulos et al (2011) could optimize the load carrying capacity 
of a 2-dimensional thrust bearing with partial texturing by coupling a CFD code with an 
optimization tool also based on genetic algorithms and local search techniques. Substantial 
increase in load carrying capacity could be achieved. Gusek et al. (2010) used a unified 
approach to optimize texture shapes of parallel slider bearings. The approach works for 
bearings with fluid flow governed by the Reynolds equation. For a hydrodynamic slider 
bearing partially textured, Rahmani et al. (2010) used an optimisation procedure to get 
maximum load carrying capacity and minimum friction coefficient using the Reynolds 
equation. Genetic algorithm was solved in order to get optimum geometrical parameters.  

In this paper, the optimisation of a slider bearing is considered. A 2-dimensional model is 
initially investigated with 1 dimple. Then a 3-dimensional slider with 3 dimples, fore-region 
and extended channels at the outlet and on the sides of a pad is investigated.  
 
 

NUMERICAL MODEL 
 
Two and three dimensional models were used to model the sliding contact with an isothermal 
laminar flow. 
 

Equations 

The Navier-Stokes equations and continuity for an isothermal fluid were solved over the 
domains considered. 
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The finite volume method together with second order schemes were used to discretize and 
solve the equations. The commercial code CFX 13.0 was used to performed the simulation  
 

Geometry and boundary conditions 

The 2D geometry investigated is presented in Figure 1. A similar configuration was 
previously investigated by Cupillard et al. (2008). The dimensions are: length L=6 mm, initial 
inlet height h01=0.045 mm, outlet height h0=0.03 mm, initial dimple depth d0=0.015 mm and 
initial dimple width w0=0.3 mm. The initial inlet height corresponds to a convergence ratio 
k=((h01-h0)/ h0)=0.5. The effects of dimples on the load carrying capacity are significant with 
such a convergence ratio according to Cupillard et al. (2008).  The dimple leading edge is 
initially situated at l0=0.2 mm from the slider inlet.  

 



 
Figure 1: Two dimensional (left) and three dimensional (right) slider geometry investigated 

 
For all cases, the sliding velocity is U=30 m/s and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid is 

ν=1.27e-5 m2/s. The equivalent Reynolds number based on the minimum film thickness is 
Re=71. The inlet of the slider is considered as opening, i.e., flow may enter or leave the inlet. 
The outlet allows only flow out of the domain. All walls are assumed smooth. 

The 3D geometry investigated is presented in Figure 1, right schematic. The geometry has 
previously been investigated by Cupillard et al (2008) under laminar regimes and Cervantes 
et al. (2010) under a turbulent regime. The dimensions of the 3D slider bearing are presented 
in Table 1. The first dimple is located l0=0.2 mm from the pad inlet and the distance between 
the dimples is set to 0.4 mm. The dimples width is w0=0.3 mm. The sliding velocity is U=30 

m/s and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid is ν=1.27e-5 m2/s, similarly to the 2D dimple. The 

convergence ration was set to 1 with a minimum film thickness h0=30 µm. The equivalent 
Reynolds number based on the minimum film thickness is Re=71. The inlet mass flow was 

set to Q= 50 µkg/s. 
 
Table 1 – Dimensions in mm of the slider bearing, see fig. 1(right schematic) 

Lx1 L=Lx2 Lx3 Ly1 Ly2 Lz1 Lz2 Lz3 Lz4 

1.68 6 0.3 0.96 0.0225 1 6 4 5 

Lx3: dimple width, Ly2: dimple depth 

 

Optimizations of the geometries have been performed on different variables named as follow: 

• dimple depth=d 

• dimple width=w 

• dimple position=l 

• entrance height= h1 
In the presence of multiple dimples, geometric variables related to dimple i (1, 2, 3) have a 
subscript i, e.g., d2 for the depth of the second dimple where the first dimple is closest to the 
entrance. 

 

Discretization and convergence 
Hexahedral meshes were used for all simulations. The meshes were created with a variable 
number of elements function of the value of the parameter(s) investigated. 

For the 2D slider, the entrance had 21 nodes and about 1200 cells were used in the bearing 

length, where a node was placed every 5 µm. The dimple had 2 nodes per micrometer in the 
vertical direction with a minimum of 6 nodes. Such node distribution means a mesh with 
about 24 000 hexahedral cells, which gives a load error of about 0.3% due to space 
discretization, see Cupillard et al. (2008). All simulations were run until a maximum residual 
of 10-9 was reached.  



The 3D slider had a total of about 300 000 hexahedral cells. Similarly to the 2D case, the 
mesh was adjusted function of the geometry. In the present work, the dimple depth was 
varied and the mesh adjusted as for the 2D case. All simulations were run until a maximum 
residual of 10-5 was reached. The residual is a compromise between numerical accuracy and 
simulation time. 

 

   
Figure 2: Analysis/optimization loop and strategy 
 

Optimization 

The flow analysis solvers have been linked with an optimization strategy in the Matlab 
computational environment. To increase the likelihood of finding a global optimum, Matlab's 
Global Optimization Toolbox was used. Specifically, a multi-start strategy that first uses a 
scatter-search algorithm to sample the design space and generate a number of points with 
promising objective and constraint values was used. Then, a number of general nonlinear 
optimizations using Matlab's implementation of the Sequential Quadratic Programming 
(SQP) algorithm (Matlab function "fmincon") with these points as initial guesses were 
executed. Finally, the obtained solutions to determine which solution may be a possible 
global optimum were analyzed. Figure 2 depicts the flow diagram of the 
analysis/optimization loop and summarizes the multi-start optimization strategy of the Global 
Search method of the Matlab Global Optimization toolbox. 
The mathematical formulation of the optimization problems is 

• Maximize the load: ∫∫
S

Pdydz =f(x) , where S is the upper surface of the bearing. 

• Vector of optimization variables: x = [d, w, l, h1]. 

• General constraints: ( )( ) 0l)( i ≤−+= ∑ Lwxg i . 

• Simple variable bound constraints: bb uxl ≤≤ , where lb and ub are lower and upper 

bound vectors, respectively. The lower and upper bounds were chosen as follow for 

the different variables: 10030  ,59001  ,59001  ,501 1 ≤≤≤≤≤≤≤≤ hlwd , values 

in µm. 



The initial vector x0 to initiate the optimization was determined from optimization of single 
variables using the function fminbnd. The function allows finding local maximum in a one 
dimension bounded interval. This function is appropriate since the behavior of each variable 
is well known, i.e., the load has a single maximum in the interval investigated; see Cupillard 
et al. (2008).   

 

RESULTS 

 

2D geometry 

A single parameter optimization was initially performed to confirm previous finding and 
obtain an initial guess. The results are presented in Table 2 together with the results of a 

smooth geometry and the reference geometry with 1 dimple (d0=15 µm, w0=300 µm, l0=200 

µm, h01=45 µm). Contour plots of the axial velocity are presented in Figure 3. 

The introduction of 1 dimple increases the load with 1.7% compared to the smooth case, see 
reference geometry with 1 dimple in Table 2. The optimal depth of the dimple is found to be 

d=9 µm. The optimum is obtained when recirculation in the dimple is minimized, similarly to 
Cupillard et al. (2008). The influence of the dimple width is found to have the largest positive 

effect on the load: +46% for w=4049 µm. The width of the dimple is about 2/3 of the bearing 
length. This result converges in fact to the step bearing found by Rayleigh (1918). Separation 
in the dimple is also moderate and localized near the dimple leading edge. Similarly to the 

depth, the dimple position has a minor influence on the results. For l=1775 µm, the load 
increases with 2.7%. Of interest is the large amount of recirculation found in the dimple, 
indicating that more load can be gained by minimizing the depth at this position. The 

entrance is found to have a large impact on the load carrying capacity. For h01=70 µm or a 
convergence ratio k=1.33, the load increases with 34.6%. A large separation region globing 
the dimple is found indicating that this dimple depth is not optimal. The number of iterations 
is small for all cases, between 15 and 32.   
  

  
a- Optimal dimple position    b- Optimal dimple depth 

      
b- Optimal dimple width    d- Optimal entrance height 

Figure 3: Contour plot of the axial velocity for the different optimums, a 1/10 scaling is used 

in the sliding-direction.  
 



 

Table 2 – Single parameter optimization 

 Reference 
smooth 

Reference 
dimple 

Opti. 1.1 (d) Opti. 1.2 (w) Opti. 1.3 (l) Opti. 1.4 (h1) 

Length (µm)   9 4049 1775 70 

Load*1e-5 (N) 1571 1598 1605 2293 1613 2115 

Variation (%) 0 1.7 2.2 46 2.7 34.6 

Number iter. opt. - - 15 23 32 22 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Pressure variation along the slider for different optimum. The results obtained for 

optimized depth and position are on the graph but without legend since similar to the smooth 

and reference cases. 
 
Development of the pressure along the bearing on the sliding wall is presented in Figure 4 for 
the different cases investigated. In all cases the pressure increases up to about 2/3 of the 
bearing length and thereafter decreases, illustrating the bearing functioning. Losses should be 
minimized in the region of positive pressure gradient to transfer as much energy as possible 
to the fluid by shear in order to build up pressure. However, losses should be enhanced in the 
region of negative pressure gradient in order to decrease the pressure to the reference 
pressure. The optimum appears for attached flow in the first region, i.e, minimum velocity 
allowing minimum losses. The negative pressure at the bearing inlet is localized to the first 
cell and is due to the large wall velocity U=30 m/s. 
 
Optimizations with several parameters were next. The optimums from Table 2 were used as 
initial guess. The results are reported in Table 3. None of the optimization reaches the highest 
load obtained with 1 parameter optimization, except Opti. 4.2. The reasons are attributed to 
the initial guess and the noisy character of the objective function. Opti. 4.2 was started from 
the results of Opti. 1.2. A significant increase in load was obtained: +69.3%. The results 
complete the results obtained with a single parameter optimization. Entrance height and 
dimple width are the parameters giving the largest load improvement. However, both of them 
cannot simultaneously contribute to a significant load improvement as they influence the 
fluid in the same way: their optimum is obtained before separation. However, the entrance 
height seems to have a leading effect to increase load carrying capacity. 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 3 – Multiple parameters optimization 
 Ref. 

smooth 
Ref 

dimple 
Opti. 2.1 

(w,h1) 
Opti. 2.2 

(l,h1) 
Opti. 3.1 
(d,w,h1) 

Opti.3.2 
(w,l,h1) 

Opti. 4.1 
(d,w,l,h1) 

Opti. 4.2 
(d,w,l,h1) 

Depth (µm) 0 15 15 15 17 15 7.9 8.7 

Width (µm) 0 300 3167 300 453 1581 1555 34 

Position (µm)  0 200 200 3167 200 2798 1527 19.7 

Entrance (µm) 45 45 64.5 64.5 47.2 69.6 63.4 72.2 

Load*1e-5 (N) 1571 1598 2102 2126 2270 2205 2169 2659 

Variation (%) 0 1.7 33.8 35.3 44.5 40.3 38.1 69.3 

Number iter. - - 287 284 270 267 354 218 

 
 

3D geometry 
The flow in the 3D geometry with fore-region and extended channels at the outlet and on the 
sides is complex, see Figure 5.  The fluid entering the numerical domain near the upper wall 
is entrained in the nearest channel due to the large upper-wall velocity, while the rest of the 
fluid enters the fore region. Some fluid in the channel recirculates back to the inlet and the 
rest of the fluid goes down the channel, i.e., some recirculation is present in the channel. The 
fluid in the fore region is a combination of fluid from the inlet, previous pad and first 
channel. A large recirculation zone develops due to the large upper wall velocity. Some of the 
fluid in the fore-region enters the pad, while the rest of the fluid is directed to the second 
channel or the outlet. 

 

 
Figure 5: Normalized velocity vector in the fore-region and side channels to illustrate vortex 

formation and recirculation region. 
 

The initial guess to perform the optimization of the 3 dimples depth was extrapolated from 

the 2D optimization. The depth of the first dimple was set to d2=9 µm, the optimum obtain 
with one parameter optimization. The depth of the second and third dimple was calculated to 
have the same distance between the sliding wall and the bottom as the first dimple in order to 

look like a step bearing. The values d2=12.5 µm and d3=16 µm were chosen.  

The result of the optimization is presented in Table 4 together with the results of the smooth 
case. An increase of 2.7% of the load is achieved. The number of iteration is not as important 
as for the 2D case due to the larger amount of computer capacity needed to achieve each 
simulation. The result is opposite to the one expected: the depth of the first dimple is the 
largest and the depth of the following dimples decreases along the pad. The contour plot of 
the axial velocity points out some recirculation in the first and second dimple. This is 
confirmed by contour plots of the wall shear stress on the pad in the sliding direction. The 
separation region is symmetrical to the pad mid-plane but varies in each dimple. The flow is 



more attached near the channels than in the middle of the pad. As a matter of fact, there is 
some side leakage, i.e., a transverse velocity component, see Figure 7. The side leakage 
decreases the occurrence of separation. The variation of the separation region indicates the 
necessity of a variable depth for each dimple: deeper dimples close to the channel and 
shallower near the pad middle. 
 
Table 4 – Dimples depth optimization for the 3D slider 
 

Reference smooth 
Optim. 4.1 
(d1, d2, d3) 

Depth 1, 2, 3 (µm) 0, 0, 0 17.5, 13.8, 11,9 

Width (µm) for i=1,2,3 300 300 

Position (µm)  200, 900, 1600 200, 900, 1600 

Entrance (µm) 60 60 

Load (N) 7.64 7.84 

Variation (%) 0 2.7 

Number iter. - 117 

 

 
 
Figure 6: Contour plot of the axial velocity along the slider in the middle of the pad (left), a 

1/10 scaling is used in the sliding-direction. Wall shear stress in the sliding direction (right), 

negative values indicating a recirculation are clipped. 

 

 
 
Figure 7: Contour plot of the velocity orthogonal to the siding velocity: transverse velocity  

illustrating side leakage in 3D sliding bearing with side channels. 

 
The optimum dimples depth is opposite to the one expected. A step like bearing was expected 
The pressure variation along the slider in the middle of the pad is presented in Figure 7 for 
the smooth case together with the result of the geometry with dimples. The pressure 
difference between both geometries is also presented. At the entrance of the pad, a sudden 



increase of the pressure occurs, the effect is known as the ram pressure effect (Zhang et al., 
1997). A small pressure decrease occurs immediately after the ram pressure effect. Then, the 
pressure increases up to 2/3 of the pad length to decrease to the fore-region pressure, which is 
nearly zero in the present case. The introduction of the 3 dimples creates a wavy development 
of the pressure in the region of positive pressure gradient. The pressure is initially lower with 
dimples than for the smooth case, up to the middle of the second dimple. Then, the pressure is 
larger with the presence of dimples. The decreasing dimple depth may be explained by the 
fluid mean velocity. The distance between the upper- and lower-wall decreases along the pad. 
The lower area involves higher mean velocity (side leakage is neglected in the reasoning), 
which promotes separation in deeper dimples. Therefore, the dimples depth should decrease 
along the pad to minimize separation and increase load.  
 

 
Figure 7: Pressure variation along the slider in the middle of the pad (right) and pressure 

difference between the dimple geometry and the smooth geometry. The results are normalized 

with the maximum pressure obtained with the smooth geometry. The dash lines represent the 

position of the dimples. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

The numerical optimization of a 2D slider bearing with a dimple was considered with an 
isothermal laminar fluid. Position, depth and width together with the convergence ratio were 
optimized pointing out the importance of the width and convergence ratio to increase load. 
Combined parameters optimization pointed out the importance of the initial guess to reach a 
global optimum. The load was improved with as much as 69% compared to the smooth case 
with the appropriate initial guess. 

Then, the numerical analysis of a 3D textured slider bearing with fore-region and extended 
channels at the outlet and on the sides of a pad was considered. The simulations were also 
carried out for a laminar isothermal flow. Three dimples were considered and their depth 
optimized. The optimization show that dimple depth should decrease along the pad in the 
sliding direction. This result is opposite to the step bearing and may be attributed to the 
increase velocity along the pad, which necessitates shallower dimples to avoid separation. 
Furthermore, the presence of side leakage decreases the occurrence of separation near the 
channels, indicating the necessity of a variable depth in each dimple: deeper near the 
channels and shallower in the middle of the pad. 
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